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National ridership trends
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Transit ridership growth in urbanized areas with over 20 million passenger trips, 2016–2017

Total transit ridership growth, across bus, rail, and other modes, in urbanized areas of over 20 million passenger trips, 2016–2017. (TransitCenter/Madison McVeigh/National Transit Database)
What influences ridership?
Seattle: America’s next great transit city?

https://transitcenter.org/ridership/
What Seattle is doing right

• Funding
• Expansion
• Vast improvement to buses, including increased frequency, quicker trips, and better reliability
New York: Time for a turnaround

https://transitcenter.org/ridership/
What will it take to turn around NYC transit?

New NYC Transit chief Andy Byford vows blueprint to fix struggling MTA bus service

By DAN RIVOLI
JAN 22, 2018 | 10:28 PM

Andrew Byford, the new president of NYC Transit, after his first MTA board meeting on Monday. (Jefferson Siegel/New York Daily News)
Ridership decline: Insights from agency staff & experts

Service Matters: Examining Ridership Trends in 25 North American Cities Over Time

May 29, 2018

While many factors influence transit ridership, a study from McGill University highlights the most important one: cities must properly fund their public transit operations, especially bus services, to ensure a steady increase in ridership.

Flex V. Fixed: An Experiment in On-Demand Transit

May 15, 2018

AC Transit has launched an on-demand transit pilot as part of an effort to address declining ridership, improve service quality, and redesign its network in low-density, low-demand areas.

Read More ➔

http://transitcenter.org/the-connection/
Coming This Fall: Who’s On Board 2018

• Main Question: Why do people stop or start using transit?
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